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GameguruÂ .While filling in after Mike
Malarkey’s concussion, freshman

quarterback Alex Tyus had only a faint
memory of his previous game, a 47-0 loss

to then-No. 12 Notre Dame. But Tyus’
instincts kicked in, and he immediately

started making mental adjustments. “When
you can remember it in the heat of the
moment, it’s always best to go by the

game itself,” Tyus said. Tyus took over for
Malarkey with just over eight minutes left

in the fourth quarter of the 2014 FSU-Notre
Dame game, and he led the Seminoles to a
touchdown on a one-yard plunge by Shaq
Roland. Because of that, FSU coach Jimbo
Fisher pinned the sophomore on the pine
for a couple of plays before he came in. “I
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don’t remember anything from the game,”
Tyus said. “All I remember is the exception.
(Coach Fisher) just told me to put the ball
in the end zone.” The win was Tyus’ third

career start and fourth overall. His first was
in his hometown of Rochester, N.Y. when
he led FSU to a 17-15 overtime win over

Syracuse in his first career start. Tyus was
a constant threat for the Seminoles the

rest of the year, recording 73 tackles, 5.5
tackles-for-loss, four sacks, four pass

breakups and three forced fumbles. He was
part of FSU’s starting defense for all 13
games, with a stretch of four straight

including start at the end of the season
when he played through a concussion.

However, his future at the position in the
pros is anything but certain. “I would say

it’s a 50-50 chance that he ends up being a
starter at the next level,” Fisher said. Tyus
comes from a winning family as his older

brother, Josh,
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Origins Trainer"' '{gsub(/[[:alnum:]]/,"
",$2);print}' file -F" - set the field delimiter,

default is " $1=="Dragon Age Origins
Trainer" - only print lines that match
Gsub/gsub $2=="Dragon Age Origins

Trainer"' - match line 2 - $1 value is equal
to line 1, hence only match this line. - set
the value of "escaped" $2 to "=i/ - match

for i (uppercase i) - gsub for i (uppercase i)
- =i/ means replace i with current line

value. Q: Wanted: A Capable Schema I am
searching for a capably designed schema
for a calendar application. My needs are:
the ability to add more and more users in

order to manage the calendar more
effectively the ability to add as many
events as possible to a calendar (a

calendar can have many events) the ability
to create a calendar for a specific person,
say for instance for use by companies or
offices the ability to associate a calendar

with people, so a person can have a
calendar which is only for him- or herself
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the ability to create events on a calendar,
so say a persons on a event, and the event
can have an owner the ability to show the
current date for the person who is viewing

the calendar the ability to enter new
events and new people for a calendar and
to be able to add these to the calendar the

ability to work out what times they are
going to appear in a calendar, eg. if a user
is at work and wants to add an event, he

will be sure he can make it at work,
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